NOTES:
- ROUGH OPENING MUST PROPERLY TREATED PRIOR TO WINDOW INSTALLATION. SEE DETAIL AWB-05, AWB-06 OR AWB-07.
- ENSURE GE ELEMAX 5000 LIQUID FLASHING IS INSTALLED A MINIMUM 2" (50 MM) ONTO SHEATHING AND ToolEd SMOOTH AT PROPER THICKNESS.
- IT IS RECOMMENDED TO CHECK ADHESION OF GE PRODUCTS TO FLANGE PRIOR TO USE. GE 3300 PRIMER CAN BE USED IF NEEDED.
- GE ELEMAX 5000 REINFORCING FABRIC EMBEDDED IN GE ELEMAX 2600 AWB OR GE ULTRASPAWN UST2200 SILICONE TRANSITION SHEET EMBEDDED IN GE ELEMAX 5000 LIQUID FLASHING MAY ALSO BE UTILIZED TO TREAT WINDOW FLANGE.
- DO NOT BLOCK DRAINAGE AT WINDOW SILL.
- SEE GE ELEMAX 2600 AWB DATA SHEET FOR LIST OF ADDITIONAL ACCEPTABLE GE SEALANTS/ LIQUID FLASHING.